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Introduction to the Scripture

Friday was Earth Day, and there’s probably no earthier texts to read in recognition of that than the
Psalms. To put it terms of our current cultural conversation: let’s just say that most of the bible is
pretty focused on the super-delegates. We get the inside scoop on kings and queens and the advisors
and prophets who work with them or against them. But there are voices from very close to the earth in
our scriptures, too. As Mary and I said on confirmation Sunday, some of the very Good News is that
Jesus is one of those voices. The Psalms also are low to the earth prayers, pronouncements, and
poems. They were written to be used by everyone in the congregation, and to be said together or
alone.

This Psalm has one operative word. You’re not going to have to work too hard to figure out what it is.
What we will spend a little time on, is what on earth we are to do with it, and how we might join in…

Sermon

So, guess the word, right? Praise. How do we praise?

Earth Day was first observed on April 22, 1970 as a nation-wide teach-in on conservation and
preservation issues. The day was suggested by Senator Nelson of Wisconsin at the time, mainly on a
date that he was pretty sure wouldn’t cause a conflict with the busy spring lives of college students.
Our own Senator Muskie was one of the speakers at the Philadelphia gathering. If you could identify
the largest concern of that day 46 years ago, it would probably have been over-population and animal
extinction. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and Paul and Anne Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb were
tearing up the charts of a country waking up to environmental concerns.

Indeed, I grew up with Earth Day being a significant educational event. I have never known a April
22nd that wasn’t Earth Day, and that wasn’t spent in some way lifting up what the environmental
challenges of the time were in our global life together. If anyone wonders why my generation or
younger has environmental impacts on the brain… it’s because we’re Earth Day kids. Nonetheless, I
have to say, being an Earth Day Kid doesn’t come naturally to me: I was born and raised primarily in a
city, and was not known for my deep summer tan, let’s just say. Also, I grew up with Earth Day, which
is to say, aware of the deep brokenness between the environment and ourselves. It is easy with that
background to fall into what eco-philosopher, teacher, and Buddhist Joanna Macy calls
“environmental despair”:  The feeling that our environmental challenges are so overwhelming that it
is best to simply give up.
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Today’s psalm refuses to let despair be the final word in our thinking. We are all too glad to be given
“Praise!” as an imperative here in the safety of church… but those we’re supposed to be in praise with
here clearly don’t fit the bill for your average Sunday worship attendance. It can’t stop at these walls.
This is a song of praise to God, and everything has a part. When you listen to this, you have to hear:
this praise song calls out pretty much all of creation as Israel would have understood it in their time.
We could update the psalm to say: “praise God all matter and dark matter, praise you waves of the
ocean and gravitational waves…”

Praise here is found in the harmony of purpose, belonging, and being found in the heart of all creation.
Thomas Merton, the contemplative monk famously says,

“A tree gives glory to God by being a tree. For in being what God means it to be it is
obeying Him…
The more a tree is like itself, the more it is like Him…
This particular tree will give glory to God by spreading out its roots in the earth and raising
its branches into the air and the light in a way that no other tree before or after it ever did
or will do…
For me to be a saint means to be myself. Therefore the problem of sanctity and salvation
is in fact the problem of finding out who I am and of discovering my true self.
Our vocation is not simply to be, but to work together with God in the creation of our own
life, our own identity, our own destiny….” 

I would say “creation of our own life” in partnership with God includes our own discernment of our
spiritual path, but also the gradual perfection of our own lives in the harmony of all things giving praise
to God. We work out our sanctity and salvation for ourselves and for creation as we gradually find our
way to living in balance with the creation around us, of which we are a part. It involves learning that in
this great system laid out before us, praise is preserved, like energy. It is a spiritual practice in and of
itself, to touch this earth beneath us lightly and join in thanksgiving to God.

This is slow work, and is done in degrees. We, as a global community, find ourselves unable to simply
drop our entanglement with our present energy needs and industries. Those in the hardest economic
times are often the least able to choose environmentally conscious options, and often most likely to
impacted by environmental dis-ease. The working poor here in our midst are left to the least efficient
fossil fuel vehicles, travelling the farthest distances to work. If we could turn on a dime away from
those fuels, they would be left out. At the same time, we know it is the Maine fisheries that will feel the
dis-ease of changing water temperatures and pH levels. The lobstering families of Maine are watching
the water.

As Mary said, this Friday 170 nations agreed on something. I feel we didn’t party enough just from that
alone. The Global Climate Accord  that was agreed to is doubtless imperfect, and maybe insufficient
to the needs of our time, but it is a start. It will require major commitments, particularly of the nations
of wealth, to help the nations with less proceed on the path to a more sustainable present.
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Here in Maine, you can see this tenuous balance being lived out in our common life. In the past
weeks, our legislature has passed two bills relating to how we get our power. Both biomass (or, as I
wish we could all just say, “wood”) and solar energy bills have been occupying the legislature. There is
little doubt that the particular wood burning plants in question represent the past in which timber was
the sole focus of Maine’s economy, and solar a hoped for future… but together, you can see a slow,
hopeful turn of environmental and economic possibility. It would seem, for this present moment, we
need a little of both: past and future.

Here in our church, I want to give thanks for the Earthcare Team and their firm commitment to not be
caught in despair, but to move (and move us) surely and steadily towards a more praise-centered
orientation to creation:
LED light bulbs for exterior lighting, Sanctuary, Vestry
Electricity from Maine Green Power
Composting
Recycling
Community Garden Work Day - Irrigation
And, P.S., they are always willing to talk to you if you’d like to join them! You can see Mary Lee or
Betsy at coffee hour if you’d like to learn more.

There is hope to be found in the tuning of our lives to God’s harmony and praise. It is imperfect, it is
slow. It may, in the end be too slow to avoid the serious repercussions of our current imbalances. But
we walk forward, and we find the praise in our lives. Earth Day 1970 worried that we would lose huge
numbers of species to extinction. This year, bald eagles attend our worship services. We are caught
up in the Psalmist’s song: thanking God for all the faithful who rejoice that God is close to us, when
we remember how close we are to each other, and every breath, and every atom this life. Let us praise
God and treasure these gifts today and all our days. Amen.

1. Joanna Macy, Working Through Environmental Despair  ↩
2. Thomas Merton, New Seeds of Contemplation  ↩
3. Leaders Roll Up Sleeves on Climate, but Experts Say Plans Don’t Pack a Wallop  ↩
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